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Introduction 

 The purpose of this policy is to care, guide and support children to develop 
as learners and to promote the use of quality and meaningful marking in 
our school to enable all children to learn from their work.  In addition to this 
our Policy will indicate to other staff and parents/carers how children are 
developing as learners, what progress children have made and how they can 
be supported to make further progress in the future. 

Effective feedback and target setting make sure that children know what 
they have improved and what they need to do improve further. Feedback 
comes in a variety of forms and is a regular part of every live lesson.  The 
best feedback, whether written or verbal, will give pupils clear direction and 
sense of how they can improve, with pupils responding and making progress 
as a result. 

 

Verbal Feedback 

This will be the most frequent form of feedback, as it has immediacy and 
relevance and leads to direct and timely pupil action. Verbal feedback may 
be directed to individuals, groups, or whole class.  It may be planned for, but 
it will be based on an accurate and strategic assessment for learning. Verbal 
feedback will not be recorded unless considered appropriate or necessary by 
the teacher. 

Written Feedback 

Comments will only be used when the teacher determines that it is most 
effective and relevant and will benefit the child.  All learning will be 
acknowledged by the teacher using a ‘green tick’.  Written comments will not 
be used every time, and only when it is pertinent, and to make a necessary 
learning point, or the learning objective has not been achieved.   
Acknowledging effort is important to encourage resilience and contributes 
towards the positive ongoing relationship between teacher and pupil.  

Self and Peer Assessment 

Pupils will be encouraged to mark their own learning and their peer’s 
learning at the discretion of the teacher (i.e. spelling/times tables). 

More in depth marking both peer and self -marking will be encouraged and 
the pupils will be trained from Year 1 (Summer term), so that by reaching 



Upper Key Stage 2, the students will be able to provide constructive 
feedback.  

Time will be given to mark using a tick or a comment during live lessons. 

 

Effectiveness of Teacher’s Feedback 

The teacher feedback will be assessed according to the progress a pupil makes 
over time, and not by the number or length of written marking comments. 

 

Points to note: 

 Every piece of work will have a Learning Intention as the title and a 
date. 

 The Learning intention will be highlighted in green or orange.  (Green 
-achieved, Orange-not achieved) 

 Pupils will sometimes be asked to assess the learning intention 
themselves.  (If this is the case the teacher will check that they agree 
by initialling) 

 Longer writing in English will have a genre checklist which will be 
highlighted in green and orange from this next steps will be 
identified.  

 There will be 2 pieces of learning marked in depth every half term 
these can be cross curricular. 

 There will be regular moderation of the books by the Subject Leader to 
ensure consistency and agree feedback and judgements.  

 

Consistency across the school 

There will be a consistent approach across Stanborough Primary School by 
adults and pupils.  

Adults will mark in green pen for comments, and highlight in green and 
orange.  

Pupils will use red pen for editing, reviewing, and improving their own 
learning. They will initial if they are marking their peers learning. Pupils 
will use green pencil to tick answers. 

 

 

 



Spelling and secretarial features (basic punctuation and spelling) 

Children will be taught the ‘non negotiables’ for their year group and will be 
trained and expected to review and check their own work before submission 
to the teacher 

Teachers will use their professional judgement to consider the amount of 
errors identified depending on the maturity, and individual knowledge of 
each child, and assist in the child to up level their learning for next time.  

Maths 

Adult and Pupils will correct answers with a green tick  

Errors should be acknowledged with an Orange dot           

Children will self -assess against the LI using orange and green.  

When a TA or Teacher supports a child for the child to access a task an ‘S’ 
will be written to indicate support. 

Where a LI has been assessed as not yet met (orange), there will be evidence 
that an adult has responded.  The teacher/TA may support by giving actions 
for the child to complete, or worked examples carried out during/after/next 
lesson.  The child will edit with red pencil or pen.  

EYFS (Early Years Foundation Stage) 

In the EYFS, feedback expectations will be adapted to aid the needs of our 
youngest learners.  

1.Verbal feedback and marking alongside the pupils immediately 

2. During the spring term, verbal feedback and ‘marking alongside’ will 
include opportunities for pupils to give their views as to whether they feel 
they have met the intended learning intention. 

3. During the spring term, the Learning Intention will be included on 
learning/written work/shared work.  

4. Staff will use observations and questioning to assess pupils. In some cases 
green and orange highlighting will be used to help children know their next 
steps (This will take place in the summer term in preparation for Year 1. 

Marking Feedback and Target Setting – How are they linked? 

Effective feedback involves setting short term goals and targets for pupils 
that are acted upon and lead to improved progress, target setting, therefore 
they are a central part of the marking and feedback process. 



Research has showed that incorporating target setting and regular feedback 
is particularly powerful and effective for pupils as it gives focus to help 
them improve daily.  (The pupils are no longer trying to remember long 
term targets that may not apply to all lessons).  Targets are also 
communicated clearly through individual lesson intentions and success 
criteria.  (These objectives may be personalised or for a group of pupils).  

Effective feedback and target setting ensure that children know how 
effective their learning has been, what they can improve on and what they 
need to improve further to up level. 

- Verbal Feedback will be the most frequent form of 
feedback as it is immediate. 

- Verbal Feedback will not be recorded unless considered 
necessary by the teacher.  

- Written Feedback comments will only be used at the 
teacher’s discretion. 
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Appendix 1  

Adults – Teachers/TA will mark in green, and use these codes: 
  
 

I have achieved the learning objective 

 
 

I have not yet achieved the learning 
objective  

NS or Next Step Stamp for 
Next Step may be used.  

There will be evidence in my book that 
my teacher has responded. For example: 
Revisiting the learning objective in the 
next lesson or during small group work 
Next Step: A written comment with 
actions for me to complete. 
Evidence of red pen editing/corrections 
that I have carried out 

S 
I needed support  
 

VF 
When I have spoken to an adult about 
my work, they will sometimes note this 
in my book  

     
In Maths my calculations will be marked 
with a green tick or an orange dot either 
by adults, or children.  

 
In English, all longer pieces of writing 
will have a criteria list with key features 
that will be assessed in green and 
orange.  

Spelling and punctuation – I will be taught the non -negotiables for my 
year group and I will be expected to check my own work for these before 
handing it in.  
My teacher will use their judgement and knowledge of my learning when 
deciding how many errors to identify.  

 

When I am marking my learning, I will use:  

 
I am beginning to achieve this 
learning intention but have room 
for improvement. 
 

 

I understand this learning objective 
 

 

I will use red pencil or pen to edit 
and improve my work  

 

 


